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Welcome to the 125th University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee Commencement – and our first in-person commencement in quite some time. This is an extra special day to recognize and celebrate our graduating students’ academic efforts, extraordinary resilience and remarkable personal commitment.

There has not been a graduating class in our history that needed to endure such unforeseen adversity that accompanied the COVID-19 pandemic. Yet you persevered and succeeded despite those unwelcome and difficult challenges. Believe me when I say that the class of 2021 will be saluted and celebrated like no other.

In celebrating our graduates, we also look to these outstanding individuals with a great sense of anticipation. An academic degree brings newfound opportunities and exceptional value to both the recipient and the world beyond. Our world has changed and keeps changing. And your impact will change the world for the better. Our students, alumni, faculty and staff are engaged in lifelong learning, research, critical thinking and collaboration with businesses, industries, nonprofit organizations and other educational institutions in the region and across the globe. You have set the bar higher for new levels of cooperation, innovation and entrepreneurship.

On behalf of the UWM faculty and staff, I congratulate all of today’s graduating students. When combined with those who graduated last May, there is an impressive 5,000+ students who have attained goals of a lifetime.

To all our guests, I thank you for supporting your adult child, relative, spouse, partner or friend. And to all our graduates, I offer my best wishes in all your endeavors. We look forward to hearing about the great things that will occur in your futures.

Best regards,

Mark A. Mone
Chancellor
Official ceremonial activities and actions of the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee nearly always make use of the UWM seal. It can be seen on all significant university documents. The key elements of the corporate seal are the university’s logo in the center and the years above the word “Milwaukee.”

The logo was redesigned in 1999 to more distinctly represent the university. Distinguishing elements of the redesigned logo include the different typefaces used for the letters “UW” and “M,” which reflect the diversity inherent at UW-Milwaukee, and the overlapping of the “W” and the “M” to show the connection between the University of Wisconsin System and Milwaukee’s university. The two wavy banners below the letters “UWM” show movement and suggest a continuum of education throughout one’s life. The banners also represent waves and emphasize how Milwaukee and the campus are located near water. The nimbus, appearing behind the logo, symbolizes educational enlightenment.

The three years noted in the corporate seal are 1849, 1885 and 1956.

1849 represents the era that higher education began in this state. Wisconsin became the 30th state in the union on May 29, 1848. Less than two months later, on July 26, the University of Wisconsin was established under provisions in the new state constitution. One of the initial steps to prepare students for university was enrolling young people in preparatory classes. On February 5, 1849, 17 boys arrived for preparatory classes in space borrowed from the Madison Female Academy. This date is referred to in Wisconsin education as Founders Day. Then, in autumn 1850, the first University of Wisconsin freshman class assembled in Madison for first-year instruction as part of a four-year college curriculum.

1885 denotes the beginnings of public higher education in Milwaukee at the Milwaukee State Normal School. The Wisconsin Legislature in 1880 approved expanding higher education by establishing nine normal schools around the state. The first students in Milwaukee were admitted in 1885. In the beginning, curriculum was limited to a two-year teacher-training program. As its educational mission evolved, the school’s name changed. It became the Milwaukee State Teachers College in 1927 and the Wisconsin State College, Milwaukee, in 1951.

1956 signals the beginning of the modern era of public higher education in Milwaukee. During the late 1940s and early 1950s, many proposals to expand higher education offerings in Milwaukee were considered. The successful proposal approved in 1955 combined the previously mentioned Wisconsin State College, Milwaukee, and the Milwaukee office of the University Extension Center, an auxiliary of the University of Wisconsin in Madison. The new university was considered a part of the University of Wisconsin and classes at the new University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee began in the fall of 1956.
**CHANCELLOR’S MEDALION**

The medallion for Chancellor Mark Mone was designed and fabricated by Frankie Flood, Associate Professor of Art and Design, after talking with Chancellor Mone about his vision for UWM’s future. With water from Lake Michigan in its center chamber – and spheres representing how student knowledge grows at UW-Milwaukee – the Chancellor’s Medallion is full of symbolism specific to UWM.

**THE MEANING OF ACADEMIC REGALIA**

Academic gowns were worn as early as the 12th century. Their primary purpose then was to protect the wearer against the elements. When accepted styles of dress began to change in the 16th century, those in the legal and medical professions as well as scholars in the universities retained the traditional dress of gowns and hoods. The origin of the cap is unclear.

**Styles and colors** had no particular meaning until 1895 when an “Intercollegiate Code” established design and color criteria. The bachelor’s gown has long, pointed sleeves and is designed to be worn closed. The master’s gown has an oblong sleeve open at the wrist; the rear part of its oblong shape is square cut, the front part has an arc cut away. The gown may be worn open or closed. The doctor’s gown has velvet down the front with three bars of the same velvet across the sleeves. It may be worn open or closed.

**The academic hood** is the visual representation of the academic degree. The level of the degree is indicated by the length of the hood and the width of its velvet edging, with the doctoral hood being the largest. The color of the lining of the hood denotes the school conferring the degree, the color of the velvet binding denotes the field of study. The color denoting the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee is gold, dark blue is the color denoting philosophy; therefore, all recipients of the Doctor of Philosophy degree (Ph.D.) at UWM wear hoods lined with gold and trimmed in dark blue velvet.

Other trim colors that you may observe among the masters candidates and the faculty are:

- **BLUE VIOLET**—Architecture
- **WHITE**—Art
- **BROWN**—Art/Dance/Drama
- **BEIGE**—Business Administration
- **LIGHT BLUE**—Education
- **ORANGE**—Engineering/Computer Science
- **PEACOCK**—Human Resources and Labor Relations
- **LEMON**—Library & Information Science
- **PINK**—Music
- **APRICOT**—Nursing
- **SALMON**—Public Health
- **GOLD**—Science
- **CITRON**—Social Work/Criminal Justice

**Honors:** The gold cord, worn by some of the bachelor’s degree candidates, identifies those students who have been awarded Commencement Honors for high academic achievement throughout their career at UWM. An asterisk (*) is directly after the names of bachelor’s degree candidates awarded Commencement Honors in this program.

The pewter-colored stole recognizes undergraduate students receiving the Honor's Degree. This special diploma is awarded in recognition of outstanding academic achievement to students who have completed the requirements of the University Honors College and achieved an overall grade point average of 3.5 or above.

The red, white, and blue cord is being worn by our veterans and military service members.

The black and gold stole worn by some undergraduate students, identifies our McNair Scholars, our future leaders who come from first generation and diverse backgrounds. These students have completed a selective and rigorous research program that prepares them to enter graduate school.
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THE NATIONAL ANTHEM

Sarah Melcher, Vocalist
Kathryn Schneider, Vocalist

WELCOME

Mark A. Mone, Chancellor
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

GREETINGS FROM THE BOARD OF REGENTS

Edmund Manydeeds III, Regent President
UW System Board of Regents

GREETINGS FROM THE UWM ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

Scott Conger, Chair
UWM Alumni Association Board
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Patrick Baldwin, Head Coach
Milwaukee Panther Men's Basketball, Milwaukee, WI
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Mark A. Mone, Chancellor
Johannes Britz, Provost and Vice Chancellor

CONFERRAL OF ACADEMIC DEGREES

Mark A. Mone, Chancellor
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

RECESSIONAL

Audience please remain seated during Recessional
Patrick and his wife, Shawn, have four children: Patrick, Tatum, Brooke and Claire.

Baldwin played professionally in Bosnia and Croatia before joining the coaching ranks. He has valuable firsthand experience in the Horizon League, beginning with two seasons as an assistant at UW-Green Bay before a seven-year stop at Loyola Chicago, where he finished as the associate head coach. Prior to arriving at Northwestern, he spent two seasons at Loyola Chicago, where he finished as the associate head coach.

Baldwin was a standout player for Northwestern from 1990-94. He still ranks first in school history with 272 career steals, second all-time with 452 assists and 20th with 1,189 points. His 90 steals as a freshman in 1990-91 are the school’s single-season record, while his 154 assists as a senior in 1993-94 rank third in school history.

Baldwin, a 1994 graduate of Northwestern, was one of the top players in school history. He still stands among the top 20 scorers, was a three-time team captain, graduated as the school’s all-time leader in steals and assists, and was the Big Ten Defensive Player of the Year as a senior. Baldwin was a standout player for Northwestern from 1990-94. He still ranks first in school history with 272 career steals, second all-time with 452 assists and 20th with 1,189 points. His 90 steals as a freshman in 1990-91 are the school’s single-season record, while his 154 assists as a senior in 1993-94 rank third in school history.

Baldwin played professionally in Bosnia and Croatia before joining the coaching ranks. He has valuable firsthand experience in the Horizon League, beginning with two seasons as an assistant at UW-Green Bay before a seven-year stop at Loyola Chicago, where he finished as the associate head coach. Prior to arriving at Northwestern, he spent two seasons at Loyola Chicago, where he recruited Missouri Valley Conference Freshman of the Year Marcus Baldwin, a 1994 graduate of Northwestern, was one of the top players in school history. He still stands among the top 20 scorers, was a three-time team captain, graduated as the school’s all-time leader in steals and assists, and was the Big Ten Defensive Player of the Year as a senior. Baldwin was a standout player for Northwestern from 1990-94. He still ranks first in school history with 272 career steals, second all-time with 452 assists and 20th with 1,189 points. His 90 steals as a freshman in 1990-91 are the school’s single-season record, while his 154 assists as a senior in 1993-94 rank third in school history.

Baldwin played professionally in Bosnia and Croatia before joining the coaching ranks. He has valuable firsthand experience in the Horizon League, beginning with two seasons as an assistant at UW-Green Bay before a seven-year stop at Loyola Chicago, where he finished as the associate head coach. Prior to arriving at Northwestern, he spent two seasons at Loyola Chicago, where he recruited Missouri Valley Conference Freshman of the Year Marcus Marshall, a native of Leavenworth, Kansas, Baldwin got his coaching start during the 2001-02 season at Lincoln University in Jefferson City, Missouri.

Patrick and his wife, Shawn, have four children: Patrick, Tatum, Brooke and Claire.
STEVEN A. DAVIS
CEO
SDL Strategies Consultants

HONORARY DOCTOR OF BUSINESS
Escorted by: Kaushal Chari, Dean
Sheldon B. Lubar School of Business

STEVE DAVIS is the Former Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Bob Evans Farms Inc., a publicly traded restaurant and packaged goods company. He serves on the boards of directors of the following companies: Marathon Petroleum, The Albertsons Companies, PPG Industries and American Eagle Outfitters. He previously served on the boards of Walgreens Boots Alliance, CenturyLink, Sonic Restaurants and The Legacy Acquisition Corporation.

As CEO of SDL Strategic Consultants, Davis provides strategy and private equity consulting to Cerberus Capital, Apollo and other private equity companies. Additionally, Davis serves as a board advisor to private and publicly traded companies. He also provides board governance advisory and consultation serving as a panelist for ISS, Deloitte, The Outstanding Directors Exchange, The Executive Leadership Council and The African American Directors Forum. His work and contributions have been featured in the Wall Street Journal, The USA Today, The New York Times and most recently in the WSJ podcast “The New Corporate Diversity Strategy: Tie it to Executive Pay.”

Davis has provided board and Diversity, Equity & Inclusion advising to Fortune 500 companies. He is a proud alumnus of INROADS INC. and was named one of the Top Alumni at the INROADS 50th Anniversary and was awarded the group’s first-ever Alumni Leadership Award. He is a former member of the CEO Business Council and is currently a member of the Council of Chief Executive Officers.

Davis earned his BBA from the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee and his MBA from the University of Chicago in marketing and finance. He was recently awarded an honorary doctorate in business administration and a Lifetime Achievement Award from the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. He also serves on the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee Lubar Business School Advisory Council. He currently serves as the nominating and corporate governance chair for the Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation International Board of Directors.

Davis resides in New Albany, Ohio, with his wife, Lynnda, and has three wonderful daughters, two son-in-laws and three grandchildren.

MICHAEL J. FALBO
President Emeritus
University of Wisconsin System Board of Regents

HONORARY DOCTOR OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Escorted by: Kevin Hartman, Interim Dean
Peck School of the Arts

MICHAEL J. FALBO was president of the University of Wisconsin System Board of Regents from 2013-2015. He was appointed to the Board of Regents in 2004.

Falbo was previously chairman of Associated Bank Community Development, an affiliate of Associated Banc-Corp. He is the former chairman and CEO of State Financial Services Corporation, a $1.5 billion financial services company that was based in Milwaukee, with operations in Wisconsin and Illinois. The company was the fifth-largest bank holding company in the state and was publicly traded on the Nasdaq National Market System under the symbol SFSW.

Falbo joined the company in 1983 as president of then State Bank Hales Corners; he was named president and CEO of the holding company in 1984. Under his leadership, the company successfully integrated numerous acquisitions, growing total assets from $75 million and 70 employees to $1.5 billion and 430 employees. Through careful strategic planning, Falbo orchestrated the growth of the company in a very competitive industry through challenging economic times. His banking career started as an auditor in 1973.

Falbo earned his bachelor of science degree in business and accounting from the University of Wisconsin-Parkside. He has served on the board of directors of the UW-Parkside Foundation, including as president from 1998 to 2000, and is now a director emeritus. For his achievements and service, Falbo was recognized with the UW-Parkside Distinguished Alumni Award in 2001.

Falbo is also a graduate of the Graduate School of Banking at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. He also is an honorary alum of the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. He has served on the board of directors for many nonprofit and community organizations, and has been honored for his leadership with awards including the YMCA of Metropolitan Milwaukee Volunteer of the Year Award and the Thurgood Marshall Scholarship Founders Award. Falbo served in the United States Army, Vietnam Medic Corps. He has been married for 50 years to his wife, Sheila, and has two married daughters, three granddaughters and a grandson.
BELINDA PITTMAN
Founder & CEO
Nia Imani Family

HONORARY DOCTOR OF COMMUNITY HEALTH
Escorted by: Kim Litwack, Dean
College of Nursing

In 1994, BELINDA PITTMAN became Founder and Executive Director of Nia Imani Family Inc., a nonprofit organization that began offering critical services to women who had long histories of homelessness and trauma. The program has evolved to work with younger mothers between the ages of 18-25 with children under the age of 5. Pittman is a seasoned mentor to women of all ages.

Pittman is a gifted problem solver who has a unique ability to tap into the suffering of women and children and bring about life-changing resolutions based on the exact needs of the individual. She intuitively inspires and guides women through their struggles with grit and tenacity.

Pittman’s service provision has included evidenced based and groundbreaking approaches of trauma informed care and restorative circles as part of the learning and skills-building practice process for women who have dealt with addiction, chronic homelessness and poverty. Pittman’s approach is groundbreaking and leading in restoring the family, and eliminating generations of trauma and poverty for our young families.

Over the years, Pittman and her projects have been featured in Milwaukee Magazine, The Milwaukee Times, The Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, Neighborhood News Service, Shepherd Express, The Milwaukee Catholic Herald and many others.

She has been a speaker at the 4th Street Forum, the State of Wisconsin Department of Corrections, Alverno College, Mount Mary University, the Wisconsin Association for Adult and Continuing Education, UWM School of Nursing, and has appeared on a 60 minute episode on childhood trauma.

AFRICAN & AFRICAN DIASOPORA STUDIES
Dalila Fernandes De Negreiros
“Institutional Quilombos: Black Studies in Brazil and the United States”
Major Professor: Gladys Mitchell-Walthour

ANTHROPOLOGY
*Todd J. Ebling
“Care in Crisis: The Ethical, Affective, and Subjective Worlds of Homeless Service Providers in a US City”
Major Professor: Erica Bornstein

Karen Margaret Esche-Eiff
Major Professor: Erica Bornstein

ARCHITECTURE
Hongyan Yang
“Built For Food: The Resistance of Chinese Immigrants from Service to Ownership, 1880-1950”
Major Professors: Jasmine Benyamin and Whitney Moon

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
*Rachel A. Conrad
“Roles of Secreted Proteins and Iron Utilization Proteins in Virulence of the Fish Pathogen Flavobacterium columnare”
Major Professor: Mark McBride

CHEMISTRY
Muhammad Nazmul Hussain
“Study of the Chemical Fabrication Process of NSOM Probe and the Modification of Probe Surface”
Major Professor: Jorg Woehl

SM Mona Parenshnath Dhara
“Gene Regulatory Mechanisms Driving Cellular Reprogramming for Successful Optic Nerve Regeneration in Zebrafish”
Major Professor: Ava Udvadia

Elizabeth Jane Falat
“The Role of the Basement Membrane in Brain Morphogenesis”
Major Professor: Jennifer Gutzman

Jacob Jeffrey Grothjan
“Sarracenia purpurea Pitcher Plant Communities: Identifying Sources Influencing Bacterial Composition and Function”
Major Professor: Erica Young

Daqing Jiang
“Study of the CpxA-CpxR Two-Component Regulatory System in the Regulation of Type III Secretion System Expression in Dickeya dadantii 3937”
Major Professor: Ching-Hong Yang

*Indicates August 2021 Graduate
Doctoral Degrees

Khoshuda Jahan
"A Concise Total Synthesis of Tryprostatin A and B and its Analogos"
Major Professor: M. Mahnum Hossain

Mital Montgomery
"Functional Material Systems for Stimuli-Responsive Interference Coloration (RIC)"
Major Professor: Jian Chen

Farjana Rashid
"Design and Synthesis of Achiral and Chiral Benzodiazepines and Imidazodiazepines to Modulate the Activity of GABAA Receptors for the Treatment of Cancer, CNS Disorders and Pain"
Major Professor: James Cook

Md Shadilur Rashid Roni
"Mass Spectrometry Directed Pre-Clinical Studies of Asthma Candidate MDDC001"
Major Professor: Alexander Arnold

Rajdeep Virdi
"Protein-Ligand Binding as a Tool to Identify Antiviral Drugs"
Major Professor: David Frick

Kevin David Wolters
"Solid-Supported Reagents for Improved Chemical Separations"
Major Professor: Mark Dietz

COMMUNICATION

*Riley Jack Richards
"To Disclose or Not Disclose: The Proposition and Test of the Sexual Self-Disclosure Decision Model (SS-DDM)"
Major Professor: Erin Ruppel

ECONOMICS

*Shrathinth Venkatesh
"Determinants of Income: Hours, Alcohol and Non-Cognitive Skills"
Major Professor: John Heywood

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY

*Bridget Garrity Brinckman
"The Role of Emotionally-Supportive Teacher Beliefs and Behavior in Student Aggression"
Major Professor: Kyongboon Kwon

*Matthew Carbonelli
"Decent Work as a Moderator of Survivors of Traumatic Life Events"
Major Professor: Nadya Fosnad

*Michael Clark
"Transition From Collegiate Track & Field: An Examination of Values and Commitment"
Major Professor: Stephen Wester

*Matthew James Kessler
"Mental Health Stigma and its Impact on Experiences of Decent Work for Veterans"
Major Professor: Nadya Fosnad

*Lauren Hsiao Ling Mascari
"The Afro-Brazilian Martial Art of Capoeira: Reliability Healing and Identity"
Major Professor: Nadya Fosnad

*Samuel Adam Maurice
"Using Cost-Effectiveness Analysis to Select Mathematics Screening Measures in Middle "School"
Major Professor: David Klingbeil

*Alanna Marie Mosley
"Examining Black Americans’ Attitude Towards Mental Health Treatment"
Major Professor: Marty Sapp

*JaNae Ellen Teer
"Anxiety and Social Withdrawal Among Children: Associations with Emotion Awareness and Emotion Regulation Strategy Use at the Intra- and Interpersonal Levels"
Major Professor: Konstantin Sobolev

ENGINEERING

Mohammad Omar Al-Barqosi
"Mechanical Behavior of Additively Manufactured Metallic Cellular Scaffold Structures for Bone Tissue Engineering"
Major Professor: Adel Rahaman

Aparna Shashikant Deshmukh
"4D Printing of Origami Inspired Aestetic Concrete Elements for Advanced Structural Response"
Major Professor: Konstantin Sobolev

*Azam Elsayegh
"MFL-Based Detection of Flaws of Pre-Stressed Concrete Girders"
Major Professor: Al Ghorbanpoor

Feras Adnan Enani
"A Decision-Based System For Concentrated Solar Power: A Case Study In Saudi Arabia"
Major Professor: Wilkistar Otene

*Sk Khairul Hasan
"Development of a 7 DOF Exoskeleton Robot for Rehabilitation of Lower Extremity"
Major Professor: Anoop Dhirgra

Meiling He
Major Professor: Matthew Petering

Xiaowei Hu
"Network Games and Optimization with Applications in Supply Chain Operations, Crises, and Policies"
Major Professor: Jaewoong Moon

Yangqingjing Hu
"Compact Field Programmable Gate Array Based Ring Oscillator Physical Unclonable Functions Circuits"
Major Professor: Weizhong Wang

Masaki Ibuka
"A Deep Recurrent Neural Network with Iterative Optimization for Image Processing Applications"
Major Professor: Jun Zhang

Garry Jean-Pierre
"Design and Development of a Multi-Level Direct Medium Voltage DC Fast Battery Charger"
Major Professor: Adel Nasiri

Zihao Jin
"A Simulation-as-a-Service (SimaaS) Cloud Computing Platform for Traffic Management"
Major Professor: Andrew Graettinger

*Michael Kempfert
"A New Connection Type for Use in Intermediate or Special Steel Moment Frames"
Major Professor: Habib Tahatabai

Elahel Kheirandish
Major Professor: Nadya Fosnad

Pikkin Lau
Major Professor: Lingfeng Wang

*Xiaopeng Min
"Silica-Based Materials for Water Treatment Applications: Adsorption and Supported Noble Metal-Based Catalysis"
Major Professor: Yin Wang

*Mohammad Darwish Qandil
"Improvements of Renewable Energy: Cavitation Treatment and Optimization of Hybrid System for Remote Areas"
Major Professor: Ryoichi Amano

Mohammad Rizwen Ur Rahman
"Optimization of the Microfluidic Diectrophoresis Trap Configuration for Nanoparticle Manipulation: Effect of Trap Geometry, Cross-over Frequency, and Insulating Layer"
Major Professor: Al Ghorbanpoor

*Maysum Rezaee
"Bonding Evaluation of Graphene-Oxide Layers on Flexible Substrates"
Major Professor: Nathan Salowitz

*Yale Wang
"Understanding Heterostructure Chemiresistive Gas Sensing at Room Temperature"
Major Professor: Junhong Chen
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Major Professor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HEALTH SCIENCES</td>
<td>Muktal Joshi</td>
<td>“Neural Mechanisms Affecting Motor Control in Young and Older Adults”</td>
<td>Kevin Keenan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Qussai Mohammed Obiedat</td>
<td>“The Accesstools Assessment and Training Protocol: Substantiating Reliability and Validity”</td>
<td>Roger Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRESHWATER SCIENCES</td>
<td>So Hyung Lim</td>
<td>“Assessing the Trophic Positions of Lake Michigan Fishes Using Stable Carbon and Nitrogen Isotopes”</td>
<td>Harvey Bootsma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*Ganbi Park</td>
<td>“Vulnerability and Resilience of People and Places to Hurricane Damage in the U.S. Gulf and Atlantic Coasts from 1950 to 2018”</td>
<td>Harvey Bootsma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEOGRAPHY</td>
<td>Samuel Cocal</td>
<td>“Weeping All the Way to Zion: African-American Spirituality, the Roman Catholic Church, and the Black Freedom Struggle in Milwaukee, 1954-1970”</td>
<td>Joe Austin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*Susannah Deborah Wade</td>
<td>“Ojibwe Women and Maple Sugar Production in Anishinaabewaking and the Red River Region, 1670-1873”</td>
<td>Carolyn Eichner and Adele Perry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INFORMATION STUDIES</td>
<td>Xin Cai</td>
<td>“Application of the Markov Chain Method in a Health Portal Recommendation System”</td>
<td>Zengwang Xu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*Yu Hee Choi</td>
<td>“Three Essays on the Effectiveness of Foreign Aid”</td>
<td>Uk Heo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSYCHOLOGY</td>
<td>*Jenna Katherine Bhujs</td>
<td>“Characterizing Sex Differences in Functional Connectivity Changes Across the Alzheimer’s Disease Clinical Continuum”</td>
<td>Christine Larson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*Ashley Huggins</td>
<td>“Neural Substrates of Fear Generalization and its Associations with Anxiety and Intolerance of Uncertainty”</td>
<td>Christine Larson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*Miriamayi Kulkarni</td>
<td>“Behavioral and Neural Correlates of Episodic Memory Regulation”</td>
<td>Deborah Hannula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHYSICS</td>
<td>Augustine Bowkory Kiplagat</td>
<td>“Use of Mobile Phones for HIV Prevention and Testing Information Needs by Emerging Adult Male Population in Rural Kenya: A Qualitative Study”</td>
<td>Peninnah Kako</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*Narayan Prasad Dahal</td>
<td>“Study of Binding Induced Mechanical Stabilization of Proteins Using a Single Molecule Approach”</td>
<td>Jolien Creighton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*Joseph Bruce O’Halloran</td>
<td>“Developing Effective Theories: A Case Study in Monolayer Iron Selenide”</td>
<td>Daniel Agterberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*Casey Daniel McGrath</td>
<td>“Gravitational Wave Timing Residual Models for Pulsar Timing Experiments”</td>
<td>Daniel Agterberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*Kemery Jean Sigmund</td>
<td>“Central Sensitization, Muscle Function, and Knee Kinematics in Females with Patellofemoral Pain”</td>
<td>Jennifer Earl-Boehm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*Yunhee Choi</td>
<td>“Three Essays on the Effectiveness of Foreign Aid”</td>
<td>Uk Heo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*Ira Driscoll</td>
<td>“Characterizing Sex Differences in Functional Connectivity Changes Across the Alzheimer’s Disease Clinical Continuum”</td>
<td>Christine Larson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*Jolien Creighton</td>
<td>“Gravitational Wave Timing Residual Models for Pulsar Timing Experiments”</td>
<td>Daniel Agterberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*Kevin John Walsh</td>
<td>“Investor Reaction to Exploration Versus Exploitation Using an Asortive Capacity Lens”</td>
<td>Edward Levitas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*Ira Driscoll</td>
<td>“Characterizing Sex Differences in Functional Connectivity Changes Across the Alzheimer’s Disease Clinical Continuum”</td>
<td>Christine Larson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*Ashley Huggins</td>
<td>“Neural Substrates of Fear Generalization and its Associations with Anxiety and Intolerance of Uncertainty”</td>
<td>Christine Larson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*Jennifer Katherine Bhujs</td>
<td>“Characterizing Sex Differences in Functional Connectivity Changes Across the Alzheimer’s Disease Clinical Continuum”</td>
<td>Christine Larson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*Ira Driscoll</td>
<td>“Characterizing Sex Differences in Functional Connectivity Changes Across the Alzheimer’s Disease Clinical Continuum”</td>
<td>Christine Larson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*Jolien Creighton</td>
<td>“Gravitational Wave Timing Residual Models for Pulsar Timing Experiments”</td>
<td>Daniel Agterberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*Kevin John Walsh</td>
<td>“Investor Reaction to Exploration Versus Exploitation Using an Asortive Capacity Lens”</td>
<td>Edward Levitas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*Ira Driscoll</td>
<td>“Characterizing Sex Differences in Functional Connectivity Changes Across the Alzheimer’s Disease Clinical Continuum”</td>
<td>Christine Larson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*Ashley Huggins</td>
<td>“Neural Substrates of Fear Generalization and its Associations with Anxiety and Intolerance of Uncertainty”</td>
<td>Christine Larson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*Jennifer Katherine Bhujs</td>
<td>“Characterizing Sex Differences in Functional Connectivity Changes Across the Alzheimer’s Disease Clinical Continuum”</td>
<td>Christine Larson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*Ira Driscoll</td>
<td>“Characterizing Sex Differences in Functional Connectivity Changes Across the Alzheimer’s Disease Clinical Continuum”</td>
<td>Christine Larson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*Jolien Creighton</td>
<td>“Gravitational Wave Timing Residual Models for Pulsar Timing Experiments”</td>
<td>Daniel Agterberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*Kevin John Walsh</td>
<td>“Investor Reaction to Exploration Versus Exploitation Using an Asortive Capacity Lens”</td>
<td>Edward Levitas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*Ira Driscoll</td>
<td>“Characterizing Sex Differences in Functional Connectivity Changes Across the Alzheimer’s Disease Clinical Continuum”</td>
<td>Christine Larson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*Ashley Huggins</td>
<td>“Neural Substrates of Fear Generalization and its Associations with Anxiety and Intolerance of Uncertainty”</td>
<td>Christine Larson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*Jennifer Katherine Bhujs</td>
<td>“Characterizing Sex Differences in Functional Connectivity Changes Across the Alzheimer’s Disease Clinical Continuum”</td>
<td>Christine Larson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Major Professor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Doctoral Degrees</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Cari Lee</td>
<td>&quot;The Influence of Relationship History on Sexual Consent: A Comparison of Idealized and Actual Sexual Experiences&quot;</td>
<td>Shawn Cahill</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Megan Ritchay</td>
<td>&quot;Resting State Functional Connectivity in the Default Mode Network: Relationships Between Cannabis Use, Gender, and Cognition in Adolescents and Young Adults&quot;</td>
<td>Krista Lisdahl</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Taxier</td>
<td>&quot;Interactions Among Sex, Apolipoprotein E Genotype, and 17-beta Estradiol in a Mouse Model of Alzheimer’s Disease&quot;</td>
<td>Karyn Frick</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elisabeth Kathleen Webb</td>
<td>&quot;Effect of Neighborhood Socioeconomic Disadvantage on Brain Functional Connectivity and Structural Properties in Trauma-Exposed Adults&quot;</td>
<td>Christine Larson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PUBLIC HEALTH</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Jill Diane Denson</td>
<td>&quot;The Impact of Structural Determinants on Pregnancy Intention and Reproductive Decision Making Among African American Women&quot;</td>
<td>Paul Florsheim</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lori A. B. Feldhausen</td>
<td>&quot;Examining the Mental Health Needs and Help-Seeking Behaviors of Online College Students&quot;</td>
<td>Paul Florsheim</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Catherine Jessen</td>
<td>&quot;Effects of Provider Support and Psychosocial Stressors on Maternal Health Promoting Behaviors&quot;</td>
<td>Emmanuel Ngui</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernadette Ikwubia Okiwu</td>
<td>&quot;A Qualitative Assessment of Screening Behaviors for Sexually Transmitted Diseases Among African American Women Using the Integrated Behavioral Model&quot;</td>
<td>Lance Weinhardt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>URBAN EDUCATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Ilene Bloch-Meier</td>
<td>&quot;Understanding How Manufacturing Employees Learn About Safety&quot;</td>
<td>Cheryl Baldwin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin Gae Edgington</td>
<td>&quot;Understanding the Potential of Anticipation, Teaching, and Response to Struggle in the Learning of Mathematics&quot;</td>
<td>DeAnn Huinker</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyle William Resch</td>
<td>&quot;Working Toward ‘Achievement’: Key Considerations for Providing Access to Equitable Opportunities to Students with Disability Labels&quot;</td>
<td>Nancy Rice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin William Trager</td>
<td>&quot;Hybridized Internships and Service-Learning: An Inquiry into Student, Community, and Higher Education Partner Experiences in a Community-Based Internship Program&quot;</td>
<td>Marie Sandy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molly Anne Wolk</td>
<td>&quot;American Indian Culture and Secondary Science Curricula: Examining the Confluence of Native Epistemologies and U.S. Public Education Science Standards&quot;</td>
<td>Leanne Evans and Tracy Posnanski</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>URBAN STUDIES</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renee Elizabeth Scampini</td>
<td>&quot;The Food Police: Food Stamps, Surveillance, and the Construction of the Underserving Hungry&quot;</td>
<td>Anne Bonds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MULTIDISCIPLINARY</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Islam M. Hindi</td>
<td>&quot;The Impact of Genre Awareness on the Quality of the Translated Texts&quot;</td>
<td>David Clark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DOCTOR OF NURSING PRACTICE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caitlin Marie Klemovits Berry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Taylor Rae Brown</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Rebecca Ashley Collins</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Karen Ann Cook</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Rebecca Faulds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ebonie Toinette Gray</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Jennifer Nicole Hanson</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Anne Elizabeth Blaha Lakatos</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Julia Marie Lasch</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liliana De Jesus Lorano De Velasco</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Sarah Rose Saradon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Margaret D. Schommer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chee Xiong</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Kuo Sheng Yang</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GRADUATE SCHOOL
Jason Puskar
Interim Dean of the Graduate School

COORDINATED MASTER'S DEGREE PROGRAMS

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION / INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT
Master of Business Administration and Master of Science
Daniel Collins Mahoney

CRIMINAL JUSTICE / CRIMINOLOGY / SOCIAL WORK
Master of Science and Master of Social Work
Kathryn Bailey Barnes

HISTORY / LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE
Master of Arts and Master of Library and Information Science
Ashlee Marie Endres

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION / URBAN PLANNING
Master of Public Administration and Master of Urban Planning
Leah Foley Redding

Masters of Science and Master of Library
Jessica Catherine-Staedter

INFORMATION SCIENCE
Ashlee Marie Endres

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Master of Business Administration
Johnnie Austin

PHILOSOPHY

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Samer Alani
Rachel Margaret Cook
Augustin Jules Henri Deniaud
Allison Marie Driskill
Jonathan Michael Kelly

BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
Sarah Campbell Duhr
Mackenzie A Hemauer
Daniel Christopher Jones
Tanya Kozlik
Annamarie Grace Lolafld
Alyssa Dawn Severino
Kobina Saah Shaffa
Shelby Ann Shuster

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Master of Business Administration
Johnnie Austin
Ryan Thomas Boyer
Andrew John Busch
Alexandra Suzanne Caccese
Benjamin Ryan Caccese
Steven Anthony Case
Andrew James Chase
Brianeiah Fat Rahmy Cotten
Erica Rae Curry
Ally Lusandje Diaby
Ryan Matthew Donovan
Klara EwI
Michael Anthony Ferri Jr
Emily Ann Gerstein
Annie Thanh Giang
Kattakere Joline Hartig
Ryan Daniel Hartig
Karla Hernandez
Kathleen Clare Howarth
Ashston Marie Howesworth
Alexandra Rose Justinak
Collin Christian Kannenberg
Stephen Koop
Michael Kolnik
Aaron Thomas Koss
Chengru Liu
James John Lorbach
Keegan Michael Mager
Margaret Avery McKenney

Kitsun McMillian
Nicholas Zaven Mikaelian
Akhshaya Nagasunder
Kayla Mary Neitze
Joshua Alex Oswald
Bethany Rose Pitts
Sara Lynn Pumpan
Grant Edward Sayler
Brandon James Schattner
Jordan Robert Schmidt
Brooke Kaitlyn Schoenherr
Abigail Leusie Schroeder
John R Schuster Jr
Joshua Morgan Segal
Maria Silva
Elizabeth Jane Simonovich
Michael Ryan Smith
Nathanial Evan Studer
Nouchee Thor
David Timmers
John Ernest Tomkiewicz
Emily Lynn Van Allen
See Vang
Melissa Waring
Michael Ryan Wasilik

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION EXECUTIVE MBA
Jennifer Kim Bennett
Brandon Biel
Matthew Scott Cade
Jennifer Marie Calburn
Matthew Michael Hallo
Erica Mireida Herrera
Sharif Hoque
Nathan Earl Kuehl
Danny J McLendon
Erin Lynn Ortiz
Christopher Jonathan Pedersen
Benjamin Jeffrey Peerbolt
Samuel Charles Rogers
Charles Rex Schult
Jamie R. Silkey

CHEMISTRY
Moneer Yasar Arabiyat
Emily Bialka
Ian Bradley Schwartz

COMMUNICATION SCIENCE & DISORDERS
Master of Science
Elizabeth Ann Alesi
Julia Rose Clayton
Kelsey Ann Culhane
Natalie Dianne Darrow
Kristin Fohr
Jordan Elizabeth Hardin
Taylor Elizabeth Kiesow
Nicole Ann Kocanda
Morgan Marie Olsen
Ching Huan Peng
Hannah Jean Shemaker
Elyse Victoria Szymanski

COMMUNICATION
Master of Arts
Jesus Moises Rivera

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Master of Science
Hemanth Kumar Alapati
Peter Files Brengel
Pramithi Chakravarti
Kevin James Flash
Karl William Holten
Masoud Khani
Jesimitha Reddy Kovvuru
Benjamin Thomas
Daniel-Neumann

MASTER'S DEGREES
CULTURAL FOUNDATIONS
COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT
& EDUCATION
Master of Science
Uniqua Jane Adams
Alyson Anne Binder
Andrew Clinton Buck
Kathryn Burks
Amber Alyvra Chavez
Banh Joyce Danowski
Tamireka Louise Exum
Meghan Monique Johnson
Andrew E Lee
Victoria Mary McNeal
Claire Anne Temlitz
CULTURAL FOUNDATION OF EDUCATION
Master of Science
Ashley Jacqueline Miner
Dunyell Jessica Rodgers
CURRICULUM & INSTRUCTION
Master of Science
Ashraf Barakat
Nicole Catherine Brown
Alexandra Teresa Haag
Stacy Lynn Knitter
Victoria Mary McNeal
Andrew Clinton Buck
Amber Alyvra Chavez
Kingston Burks
Ashley Jacqueline Miner
Dunyell Jessica Rodgers
DANCE
Master of Fine Arts
CarliAnn Cheri Forthun Bruner
Economist Pethambar Williams Jr
ECONOMICS
Master of Arts
Fanny Harinoro
Andramialosiakon Rakotomalala
Quinn Patrick Crawford
Chuong Huynh Ma
Joseph Michael Rogers
EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
Master of Science
Corey Alan Abernathy
Jason Peter Anderson
Savannah Pearl Armstrong
Bradley Jacob bezier
Betsy Kaye Bille
Clayton Richard Burt
Samantha Lynn Deelen
Stacy Michele Deelen
Marina Dunbar
Elizabeth Hollenback Ellinas
Mackenzie Rae Goebel
Meredith Kathleen Head
Emily Henry
Amelia Margaret Hock
Matthew Clayton Hodgkin
Hana Kim
Cory Alberta Klafka
Bradley David Klinger
Kathleen Erin Korbas
Stephanie Kusuda
Jonathan Leathner
Kayla Deanna Lewis
Emma Scott Marshall
Abigail Ann Meier
Kyi Brianna Meier
Emily Elise Orr
Alexandra Elizabeth Ostrem
Nicole Christine Otto
Milana Marya Piner
Monica Marie Quessn
Estephania Quiles
Lorena Rodriguez Gonzalez
Matthew James Rohner
Sandhya Sarmen
Seabell Seabrook
Adam Christopher Sehr
Sedoma Marie Sieg
Natalia Margaret Smart
Kelly Kathleen Smith
ENGINEERING
Master of Science
Kharwar Ali
Emma Nicole Burt
Meng Hsun Chan
Aniruddha Unmeshchandra Dhol
Jeffrey Allan Gruber
Msi Syam Hasan
Drupath Reddy Iakku
Amanda Elizabeth Kaiser
Rahul Sampat Khandge
Thomas Anthony Larson
Preet Parag Modi
Cassidy Jo Murphy
Poloon Nana
Ryan James Olson
Aman Raizada
Divesh Sachdeva
Rakesh Sen
Dulson Joseph Sendelbach
Austin Joseph Walker
Sung Yu Wang
Yu Ching Wang
Dustin James Wenninger
Niloofar Yavarishad
ENGLISH
Master of Arts
Sasheene Feather Denny
Chelsea Elizabeth Embree
Daniel James Harrigan
EXCEPTIONAL EDUCATION
Master of Science
Beverly V Bonds
Czarriana Collins
Lucille Jo Degener
Madeleine Renee Johnston
Ashley Marie Valentine
FRESHWATER SCIENCES & TECHNOLOGY
Master of Science
Nicole Marie Beuchaine
Nathan Chuseng Herr
Emily Rose Koster
Amy Patricia Lentz
Kyle Michael Lewis
Emma Bramfeld Meade
Manuel Santos Quispe Villaveca
Steven John Schwartz
Max Spehlmann
Graceanne Kay Tarsa
Nathan Van Ee
Drupath Reddy Iakku
Amanda Elizabeth Kaiser
Rahul Sampat Khandge
Thomas Anthony Larson
Preet Parag Modi
Cassidy Jo Murphy
Poloon Nana
Ryan James Olson
Aman Raizada
Divesh Sachdeva
Rakesh Sen
Dulson Joseph Sendelbach
Austin Joseph Walker
Sung Yu Wang
Yu Ching Wang
Dustin James Wenninger
Niloofar Yavarishad
GEOGRAPHY
Master of Arts
Master of Science
Catherine Patricia Heady
Sakib Hasan
Andrew Carlo Schendel
GOSECIENCES
Master of Science
Jason Benjamin Carman
Margaret Ruthe Penland
Jiyan Harnett
Scott Anthony Litwin
HEALTH CARE INFORMATICS
Master of Science
Venkata Manikanta Sai
Pavan K Chadda
Emily Jean Johnson
Michelle Anna Kay
To Anh Ngoc Le
Sushmitha Reddy Mudireddy
Madhumita Ravikumar
Simran Kaur Sethi
Lawrence Williams Simmons
HEALTHCARE ADMINISTRATION
Master of Healthcare Administration
Brinley Down Coursmeyr
Nedlina Gayatri Devulapilli
Brenda Jean Steinert
HISTORY
Master of Arts
John Harry
Krisenda Joam Henderson
Roman William Lalloff
HUMAN RESOURCES & LABOR RELATIONS
Master of Human Resources & Labor Relations
Shahne Amor
Chloe Marie Alyssia Gaines
Yunjian Gu
Monique K Miller
Jacqueline Ann Wagner
Michael Andrew Wright
Amie Sachi Zick
INFORMATION SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
Master of Science
Alexander J Breen
Noor Haniwaa
Nathan P Lao
Willie Alfonso Larks Jr
Sean Patrick Lawton
Xavier Antonio Nunez
Patrick John Witt
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT
Master of Science
Ayomide Motunrayo Akinoyese
Nisha Shankar Bhardwaj
Paderic Christopher Driscoll
Erik Byron Garrett
Kiran Joshi Kuril
Vikas Khanna
Keith Edward Lebele
Aishwarya Pise
Mohit Sakhuja
Snehal Dnyaneshwar Sase
Siddhartha Sinha
Kevin Xiong
KINESIOLOGY
Master of Science
David James Culhane
Moua JavidiALSadii
Samantha Katherine Leach
LANGUAGE, LITERATURE & TRANSLATION
Master of Arts
Rania Chalhoub
Anna Vanessa Dillig Novakovic
Rhoda Toro
MONOLINGUAL
Master of Library and Information Science
Martin Jose Alvarado
Patricia Ann Amanasewicz
Joseph Daniel Bowers
Rachel Elizabeth Bowker
Jonathan Bernard Brunsmen
Anastasia Amber Bushey
Jarryl Alfred Christensen
Robert Lawrence Cowling
Bathanne Marie Duffy
David John Kurtner
Rosie Valentina Francis
Erik Donovan Freye
Steven Reed Wolfgang Gilman
David Alexander Hantho
Anna Louise Harteau
Holly Michelle Havens
Ashley Beth Herro
Michelle Rae Jondeau
Andrew Bruce Kellermann
Kim Anne Kelly
Misty Reshea Kineczkowski
Kyla Leary Kohanek
Sarah Paige Lachance
Kasey Renee Leaf
Jessica Anne-Christine Leun
Ryan Liguori
Marshall John Loomis
Chelsea Oliver Lord
Cecilia Theresa Markowitz
Denise Lynn Melton
Katherine Newhouse
Christopher Matthew Onderlick
Kendall Davis O’Neal
Andrew Christopher Potter
Angelina Marie Quarta
Christine Rickabaugh
Emily Challen Riner
Chad Stephen Robinson
Kimberly Roffers
Kathleen Marie Sanders
Nicol James Schmudlach
Deanna Lea Schroden
Nicolas James Schmudlach
Deanna Lea Schroden
Kathleen Marie Sanders
Maxwell Benjamin Sharpe
Nicol James Schmudlach
Deanna Lea Schroden
Pavan Ka Gedala
Sakhila Sayeed
Monique K Miller
Jacqueline Ann Wagner
Michael Andrew Wright
Amie Sachi Zick
INFORMATION SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
Master of Library and Information Science
Martin Jose Alvarado
Patricia Ann Amanasewicz
Joseph Daniel Bowers
Rachel Elizabeth Bowker
Jonathan Bernard Brunsmen
Anastasia Amber Bushey
Jarryl Alfred Christensen
Robert Lawrence Cowling
Bathanne Marie Duffy
David John Kurtner
Rosie Valentina Francis
Erik Donovan Freye
Steven Reed Wolfgang Gilman
David Alexander Hantho
Anna Louise Harteau
Holly Michelle Havens
Ashley Beth Herro
Michelle Rae Jondeau
Andrew Bruce Kellermann
Kim Anne Kelly
Misty Reshea Kineczkowski
Kyla Leary Kohanek
Sarah Paige Lachance
Kasey Renee Leaf
Jessica Anne-Christine Leun
Ryan Liguori
Marshall John Loomis
Chelsea Oliver Lord
Cecilia Theresa Markowitz
Denise Lynn Melton
Katherine Newhouse
Christopher Matthew Onderlick
Kendall Davis O’Neal
Andrew Christopher Potter
Angelina Marie Quarta
Christine Rickabaugh
Emily Challen Riner
Chad Stephen Robinson
Kimberly Roffers
Kathleen Marie Sanders
Nicol James Schmudlach
Deanna Lea Schroden
Kathleen Marie Sanders
Maxwell Benjamin Sharpe
Nicol James Schmudlach
Deanna Lea Schroden
Kathleen Marie Sanders
Maxwell Benjamin Sorenson
Megane Nicole Sorenson
Katelyn Elizabeth Staab
Matthew Paul Tesmer
Emily Gail Wawer
INFORMATION SCIENCE
continued
Naomi A Wilson
Samuel Wisneski
Riana Sharice Slyter
Melanie Aileen Gaw

MEDIA STUDIES
Gunther William Huebler
Dominic John Lerro

MUSIC
Sallie Saleh F Ahsiquam
Maditha Ashk
Kathryn Weidinger Asher
Aaron Hector Camacho
Isabella Kathryn Dorn
Alexandra Shaeunn Kohn
Christopher Lachterhand
Travis Patrick Peer
Jian Zhang

SOCIAL WORK
Savannah Kay Adlam
Marah Cruz Ashes
Andra Rebeka Attaway
Bajajal Balsal
Nicole Renee Barbion
Malik Kawan Bentley
Paige Elizabeth Bintz
Karen Marie Borkowski
Kevin Robert Broeeckel
Jamie Rose Buss

SUSTAINABLE PEACEBUILDING
Master of Sustainable Peacebuilding
Albert Asimwe Kabura
Victoria Aina Ibwoye
Jamie Michelle Landry
Jeremy Eugene McClain
Shey M. Newman
Katelein Hope Joo Princl
Elizabeth Renee Scheuers
Mikala Monique Sebastian
Alicia Sabrina Shaw
Jeylan Michelle Turkoglu
Nicole Marie Weiss

TEACHING ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
Master of Arts
Lilly Hli Yang

TRANSLATION & INTERPRETING STUDIES
Master of Arts
Stephanie Ann Ament
Michelle Leigh Holland

URBAN PLANNING
Master of Urban Planning
Isabel Gunderson
Kaleb William Kutz

URBAN STUDIES
Master of Science
Madeleine O’deu Fruehe
Jennifer Marie Luken
PECK SCHOOL OF THE ARTS
Interim Dean Kevin Hartman
Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Fine Arts
Tristan Taylor Adams
Idomeli Alvarez
Chloe Frances Attalla*
Louden James Barnes
Gavin Michael Butler*
Callan Thomas Blachowski
Antonio Lamont Brown
Daniel Christopher Bufka
Cindy Isadora Carmona
Cohl Jordan Carter-Wright*
Andrew George Cerezo
Soeyang Chang*
Camille Latrice Collins*
Audrey Lynn Cooper*
Kaeli Mae Crays*
Camille Latrice Collins*
Audrey Lynn Cooper*
Kaeli Mae Crays*
Luke Michael Daniels*
Marissa Elizabeth Davies*
Rachel O’Connor Delong
Natalie Derr**
Dominique Lee Diamante*
Mark Ference*
Katrina Leigh Frederick*
Nicole Siobhan Gabriel*
Ming Gu*
Alexander Skye Garvens*
Samantha Jo Gill
Nathan Jerome Geol Gokpol
Kvin O’Connor Hanrahan
Robert Paul Herrmann
Adam Holbus*
Isaac David Hopper*
Roxanne Hua*
Donovan Wesley Katarinic
Sora Kim
Samuel Jakub Kaye*
William Mack Klingbeil III
Rosalind Margaret Knight*
Miranda Erin Kobs
Howard Leu
Kirby Anne Lichon
Paula Patricia Lovro*
Meghan Danielle Maurer*
*Awarded Commencement Honors

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE & URBAN PLANNING
Interim Dean Nancy Frank
Bachelor of Science

Mayum Jamal Abdeljaleber*
Danya Hani Almothorgabi
Yasmeen Wael Amer
Jack Henry Berntram
Benjamin Robert Caste
Isabelle C Hanley*
Michael William Hauser*
Cevrin J Haefling
Davis John Keul*
Luis Adolfo Lopez
Escarca
d Duncan Patrick McGluchin
Robert Edward Missler*
Alexias Marie Porras*
Noah Robert Radant
Alena Du Yu Rader*
Carl Christine Risbey*
Lauren Marie Robinson*
Miranda Kathleen Russ
Medalaria Damis Santos*
Nathaniel Thomas Schardin*
Sierra Alisen Rose Schuler
Madeline Elaine Schweitzer*
Patrick Noah Schwoeger
Shontrial Rufus Scott
Allison Atwood Smith
Aisha Lorraine Spencer
Cecelia Adeline Studier
Monika Marie Swine
Samantha Sarah Sye*
Marissa Jean TenHaken*
Yongkong Thao*
Quezaillo Tovar
Milo Finnian Treder*
Katherine Grace Vander Velden*
Crystal Varella*
Billy Earl Ware
Ian Wasserman
Shannon Marie Whiting
Jessica Woolridge
Mowpunzor Yang
Isaac Marshall Ziegler
Abigail Darlene Ziesemann*

Bachelor of Arts or Interim Dean Kevin Hartman
THE ARTS
PECK SCHOOL OF

Abigail Darlene Ziesemann*
Isaac Marshall Ziegler
Mowpunzor Yang
Jessica Woolridge
Shannon Marie Whiting
Ian Wasserman
Billy Earl Ware
Crystal Varella*
Shannon Marie Whiting
Jessica Woolridge
Mowpunzor Yang
Isaac Marshall Ziegler
Abigail Darlene Ziesemann*

βaccalaureate Degrees

Baccalaureate Degrees

Austin James Glinski
Annika Kayla Gogan*
Joe Grams
Guadalupe Guerra Montes*
Erik V Guerrero Correa
Jennifer Guerero
Ross Andrew Hafeman
Andrew Jon Hafeman
Matthew Edward Huggenjos
Abigail Rose Hammond
Reco Antonio Hansen
Molly Margaret Hansen*
Rachel Leigh Hayes
Dylan Michael Hetly
Selena Lynn Heiman
Michael Kevin Helland
Jack Gallagher Herceg
Adam Hess*
Justin Andrew Hicks
Kyle Edward Hoeppner
Ryan Jacob Hourt
John Anthony Holmes IV
Andrezhour
Treasia Akki Hoe
Lern Oren
Steven Huang
Braden Michael Hutter*
Timothy Lane Jensen III
Megan Paige Jensen
Bryan Kendall Jordan
Grace Adela Kalkowski*
Ismail Kamel
Manpreet Kaur
David Kerns*
Stephen James Keyes
Doyoun Kim
Young Hyn Kim*
Jason R Kjell
Jennifer Kendra Koer
Kyle Kolhouse
Steve William Kollias
Theodina Georgis Konstantakis*
Ryan James Korp
Tian Lee Koss
Tyler Scott Kruse*
Brent Nicholas Kreutzner
Luke Joseph LaCroix*
Wenie Steven Lado
Tristan Lee Koss
Amanda Ford
Tyler Gerds*
Hammad Ghaffar
Cole Timothy Gillitzer

*Awarded Commencement Honors
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Michael Lemke
Samuel Michael Lewis*
Miu Li*
Tianyi Li
Luis Fernando Lopez-Barbosa
Kenneth Yang Lo
Andrew Tyler Lucka
Anthony John Hafeman
Kameleon Robert Mand
Bradley Lawrence Manor*
Mark V Matejic*
Nikolai V Matejic
Josephine Leone McCanna
Liam McIntyre
Andrew Joseph Menchal
Joshua Liam Meyer
Carson Scott Miller
Evauss Naner Morad*
Tonyvonn Nukum
Daniel Mario Munoz
Phoebe Georgia Nader*
Jordan Nation
Kaitlyn Joy Nelson
Matthew Russell Nelson
Brandon Tran Nguyen
Tri Nicholas Nguyen
Andrew Niessen*
Bryan J Nyet*
Nadia Oklobdzija
Mallory Maria Ostrander
Isabella Grace Passamani*
Shasabie Patel
Janely Perez
Mayra Perez
Corynne Simone Petersen
Eric Anthony Phalen
Robert Lee Pomerezenie
Ciara Pond
Joseph Arnold Porth*
Rebecca Dawn Preisler
Brian Andrew Puczylowski*
Ellison Noelle Puel
Miler Rabe
Olivia Hanley Reis
Linda Pang Kong Rivera
Mitchell James Rollgen
Jessica Sharon Rudolph*
Elijah Boise Rule
Cole James Salzmann
Kevin Walter Sandvald
Madeline Santiago
Blaise Mikkel Sayers
SHIELDON B. LUBAR SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Tanner Frederick Schuettek
Jordan Kailee Schwahn
Ryan Andrew Shatzhalinski
Benjamin Joseph Sinence
Harsimranjeet Singh
Jayshree Ross Somasingh
Ashley Marie Sopinski
Paige Christine Spade*
Joseph Alexander Spaulding
Rachelle Marie St. Louis*
Jovan Stanojevic*
Alanna Judith Stark*
Jordan Robert Steffen
Rishi Robert Steedmann
Jordan Matthew Steingel
Samuel Robert Stehier*
Ezin Kate Stichauf
Noah Quinton Styza
Kavya Sudheer
Benjamin Michael Swanson
Gavin Andrew Taylor IV*
Riley James Tetzlaff
Miali Thao
Carson Grace Thorson
Haruki Ethan Toben*
Aniya Toles
Alex Anderson E Torik
Brederick Roger Tuomi
Allan James Unger
Nathanial Adam Van Schudykel*
Marcella Kathryn VanElyck*
Aaron Thiayong Yang
Kou Thomas Yang
Kieran Nicole VanScyoc
Jacob Alexander Varick
Michael William Vasarella
Georgia Velkov
Abby Rose Vogel*
Linh Bi Hong Vu*
Thien Jeremy Wanta
Brady Jack Weddick
Katherine Taylor Weiss
Sylver Joanna Wessel*
Teale Glenn Whitehead
Tyler Whitst
Matthew Willison
Alison Mon Wills
Brooklin Victoria Willoughby

*Awarded Commencement Honors

Ethan Michael Wintzer*
Quinn Joseph Wntrek*
Molly Rose Wolf
Emily Rose Wood
Paycon Xiong
See Xiong
Qianzi Xu*
Michael Arceau Yabut
Pantsay Yang
Junjie Zeng*
Alexandria Ziller
Jon Dylan Zimmerman
Matthew John Zywicki

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Interim Dean Tina Freiburger

Bachelor of Science

Alexandra Ann Ahrens*
Fano M Ali*
Mary Antoine*
Makenzie Raddy Barton*
Halie Elizabeth Behnke
LaTrece Janai Benford
Emily Irene Blinkhorn
Patricia Cannon*
Ciera Renee Carey
Breana Marie Casey
Kelly Corinne Caselberry*
Shannon Marie Clarey*
Alexander Che Cordero
Sancha Daniels
Isabella Ann Declene
Camille Rhys DeWitt
Megan Mary Englar
Jennifer Esparrza*
Madison Kristine Finneke
Charles John Fogel*
Colin Foote*
Trinette Alisa Griffin
Haley Nicole Grimm
Walkather Guzowski
Brevina Kristann Henes*
Kira Lein Hogan
Korey Anne Hokenson
Kashmae Raean Jennings*
Andrew Hyun Jung
Georgeanne Judith Langer*
Nichole Therese Larson*
Terese Leslie Larson*
Paige Aimee Low*

Miguel Angel Lozano Vazquez
Sarah Nicole Elisabeth Luebbe*
Kya Mei Lux*
Carley McDonald
Charles Muntry
Thomas Nguyen*
Serina Nadine Pestana
Hailey Kristeen Peterson
Timothy Alexander Powell
Hannah Rodenbeck
Sydney Jordan Sayles
Jordan Mary Schaller*
Carissa Grace Schneider*
William Robert Sessoms*
Trevonna Naisha Sims
Hannah Vegas Skroch*
Jocelyn Marie Smith
Trey Watson Steele
Katie Lea Thorne
Madison Taylor Tyndall
Jacqueline Anne Wright*
Becky Yang

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

& APPLIED SCIENCE

Dean Brett A. Peters

Bachelor of Science or Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Nathan Otto Abel*
Grant Jeffrey Adams
Marina Adams Adam*
Mohamed Wajeeb Al Shaikh*
Murtadha Mansour Al Owaad
Amjad Abdulrazzaq Albdaib*
Ramy Jamal Alghamdi*
Ahmed Alhummadi
Ahmed Mohammed Alhumaedi
San Khalid A Almasere*
Amir A A Alkaddi
Husain Ali H Alsaidaw
Arwa Ameen Alsaisami
Gill Alzioke

Oliver Allen Arena
Lukumon Ayomide Arewa
Jessica Anne Axt*
Evan Robert Axell
William Giovanni Barrera
Zorri Lamonte Bass
Jacob W Bay
John Becker
Brock Timothy Behnke
Jonathan Benitez
Tyler Charles Berzay*
Brandon Scott Berthaume*
Benjamin D Bertjens*
Saksham Bhandari
Matthew R Boswell
Chase Maxwell Bournil
Jacob Robert Bousley
John Ryan Bowser
Silas Mark Brunn
Kyle Andrew Burwitz*
Nathan David Carlson*
Louis Miezio Chapman
David Joseph Charaputa
Kai Xuen Chong
Eric Thomas Clark*
Aarlon Carl Corbin
Carmelo Cortes III
Wallace Harold Crossno*
Dakshi Dash
Jacy Lynnae DeBoer*
Michael DeCleene*
Jennifer Jean Dehler
Delaney
Benjamin Paul DeMuri*
Mohammed Wajeeb Al Shaikh*
Nathan James Dearing
Kate Thuy Hanh Do
Jacob Jeffrey Dobroz*
Dylan Michael Donahoe
Lake Daniel Dritien*
Abdulrahman Molton Dunquah
Blake Austin Dutt
Ethan James Dying
Temenes Edwards
Trent Ellis
Mark Enders*
Cody Randall Endries
Grant Fleming
Michael Charles Foster*
Courtney Fraley
Anabellle Elisabeth Fritz
Elizabeth Galagher*
Anthony Kyle Gallegos

Samuel Adam Gaspar
Sarah Redha A Gawa
Mitchell Alec Gibson
Harrison Werner Gieske
Carson Carle Glodee
Edward Joseph Groyao*
Raymond James Greco
Skyler Lee Grulke*
Zoe Hamilton
Joseph William Harvat
Adam Hauke
Carmen Heilemann
Mitchell Thomas Heiring
Cailen Joseph Hette*
Josiah Todd Hilden
Nathan James Hill
Drew M Holland
Morgan Matthew Hopke
Madeline Jean Horinek
Andrew Thomas Hughes*
Junichi Iida
Khalid Wajdi Ismail
Ahmed Talseem Jaber
Mahdi Faraj Jaber
Eva Joo Joo
Kiersten Nicole James
Thomas Michael Jankowski II
Joel Thomas Jett*
Jarred William Kettenhoven
Mohammed Youssif Khan
Joshua Francis Kister
Vlado Knezic*
Megan Nicole Kocher
Spencer Robert Laddi*
Ryan Laffin
Anton Langbruttig
Charles Philip Laning
Quocviet Tan Le
Samuel Joseph Lee
Bryan Lenus-Cruz
Lohmogn Le
Maxwell Parker Lowery
Michael Lukowitz
Jacob Michael McCord
Hamza Rauf Mian
Noah Midkith
Amna Mikulic
Conner David Millin
Owen Scott Monsma
Israel Montelongo
Javion Daison Mosley

*Awarded Commencement Honors

Oliver Allen Arena
Lukumon Ayomide Arewa
Jessica Anne Axt*
Evan Robert Axell
William Giovanni Barrera
Zorri Lamonte Bass
Jacob W Bay
John Becker
Brock Timothy Behnke
Jonathan Benitez
Tyler Charles Berzay*
Brandon Scott Berthaume*
Benjamin D Bertjens*
Saksham Bhandari
Matthew R Boswell
Chase Maxwell Bournil
Jacob Robert Bousley
John Ryan Bowser
Silas Mark Brunn
Kyle Andrew Burwitz*
Nathan David Carlson*
Louis Miezio Chapman
David Joseph Charaputa
Kai Xuen Chong
Eric Thomas Clark*
Aarlon Carl Corbin
Carmelo Cortes III
Wallace Harold Crossno*
Dakshi Dash
Jacy Lynnae DeBoer*
Michael DeCleene*
Jennifer Jean Dehler
Delaney
Benjamin Paul DeMuri*
Mohammed Wajeeb Al Shaikh*
Nathan James Dearing
Kate Thuy Hanh Do
Jacob Jeffrey Dobroz*
Dylan Michael Donahoe
Lake Daniel Dritien*
Abdulrahman Molton Dunquah
Blake Austin Dutt
Ethan James Dying
Temenes Edwards
Trent Ellis
Mark Enders*
Cody Randall Endries
Grant Fleming
Michael Charles Foster*
Courtney Fraley
Anabellle Elisabeth Fritz
Elizabeth Galagher*
Anthony Kyle Gallegos

Samuel Adam Gaspar
Sarah Redha A Gawa
Mitchell Alec Gibson
Harrison Werner Gieske
Carson Carle Glodee
Edward Joseph Groyao*
Raymond James Greco
Skyler Lee Grulke*
Zoe Hamilton
Joseph William Harvat
Adam Hauke
Carmen Heilemann
Mitchell Thomas Heiring
Cailen Joseph Hette*
Josiah Todd Hilden
Nathan James Hill
Drew M Holland
Morgan Matthew Hopke
Madeline Jean Horinek
Andrew Thomas Hughes*
Junichi Iida
Khalid Wajdi Ismail
Ahmed Talseem Jaber
Mahdi Faraj Jaber
Eva Joo Joo
Kiersten Nicole James
Thomas Michael Jankowski II
Joel Thomas Jett*
Jarred William Kettenhoven
Mohammed Youssif Khan
Joshua Francis Kister
Vlado Knezic*
Megan Nicole Kocher
Spencer Robert Laddi*
Ryan Laffin
Anton Langbruttig
Charles Philip Laning
Quocviet Tan Le
Samuel Joseph Lee
Bryan Lenus-Cruz
Lohmogn Le
Maxwell Parker Lowery
Michael Lukowitz
Jacob Michael McCord
Hamza Rauf Mian
Noah Midkith
Amna Mikulic
Conner David Millin
Owen Scott Monsma
Israel Montelongo
Javion Daison Mosley

*Awarded Commencement Honors

Tin Duc Nguyen*
Anthony Joseph Nicollini
Samuel Arthur Nilolinske
Abdullah Ali Nomor
Brandon William Nowicki
Alexander Simon Ocampo
Joseph James O’Hara*
Rebecca Nicole Olesen
Robert Charles Oleson
Hayden William Oltick*
Alexander Paul Olson*
Vanessa Maureen Osterberg
Christopher Thomas Ostergren
Siddharth Bethar Patel*
Jonathan Lee Paul*
Austin Richard Podella
Jacob David Pond
Samuel C Pressman
Isaac Loth Putzier*
Jared James Raczk*
Charles Paul Radomski
George Rajak
Elizer Ramirez
Noah Daniel Ratzbung
Adam Jacob Rego
Matthew Charles Rehg*
Erick Daniel Rico-Sanchez
Araz Fedor Ruiz*
Mitchell John Ronsman
Ian Thomas Sanderson
Ramon Antonio Sanchez
Austin Jakob Schmidt
Noah Robert Schrade*
Scott Alan Schrader*
Logan James Schwenker
Alexander James Seinfeld
Crystal Lee Shelton
Quocviet Tan Le
Samuel Joseph Lee
Bryan Lenus-Cruz
Lohmogn Le
Maxwell Parker Lowery
Michael Lukowitz
Jacob McCord
Hamza Rauf Mian
Noah Midkith
Amna Mikulic
Conner David Millin
Owen Scott Monsma
Israel Montelongo
Javion Daison Mosley

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Awarded Commencement Honors

Heather Einreinhof
Taylor Marie Ebben
Walt James Easley
Brehley Dewald
Melissa Dettman*
Madeline Rose Culp*
Madison Alexis Clopper*
Shamali K Chauhan
Lauren Francis Bucki
Sydney Rae Buck*
Megan Brotherton
Sydney Allyn Bertrand
Margaret Lillian Arts*
Malak Ibrahim Amer
Levi Joseph Alger*
Bayan Alawneh
Zara Adil
Bachelor of Science
Dean Timothy Behrens
HEALTH SCIENCES
Thongsou Yang*
Christopher Michael Wojta
Michael Winters
Lev Asger Winters
Nathan Lafayette Wester
Trevor Marcus Wenzel*
Jonas William Wells*
Quinlan Christopher Walters
Mya Marie Vorlob
Jose Luis Villalba
Erik G Viel
Alejandro Vargas
Baccalaureate Degrees
ENGINEERING
COLLEGE OF
Continued
Sarah Marie Paluzzi
Hannah Grace Palsgrove
Alicia Marie Orlando
Mai Odeh
Hanna Marie Noyce*
Austin Robert Novak
Austen David Nissen
Sheesher Moua
Jessica Miller*
Whitney Rhaye Meier
Elizabeth Mastopietro
Laura L Munrrique
Sakshi Malhotra
Sabrina Marie Manson
Dominic Mandell*
Lauryn Marie Hansen
Elizabeth Mastopietro
Whitney Rhaye Meier
Jessica Miller*
Sheesher Moua
Clarice Nolan*
Austen David Nissen
Austin Robert Novak
Bradley Joseph Novak
Hanna Marie Noyce*
Mai Odeh
Alcina Marie Orlando
Hannah Grace Palsgrove
Sarah Marie Paluzi
Danielle Lynn Peterson*
Inessa V Petrovsyan
Taylor Ann Porter
Airelle Rose Prichett
Jane Amanda Prodznzki*
Katrina Putnam*
Alexis Ramirez
Julia Kathryn Rice*
Sanela Jamir Rivas
Amber Skye Robinson
Kaitlyn Alea Rodman
Rachael Carol Schneider
Cynthia Lynn Scull*
Michael Loy Sjerrisse*
Alana Smith
Teresa Mary Sommerfeld*
Gurrett Michael Steinbrink*
Jaron Nathan Tauschmann
Gabrielle N Thao*
Markesha Monae Thomas
Penni Marie Toney*
Tyler Alexander Torres*
Taylor Abigail Trakel
Hugo Trung Tran
Zoe Madeline Turnbull
Jamie Lynn Vacek
Pa Nyia Yang
Dujana Vacinic
Marlisa Christine Weinman
Brandly Wheaton
Lynne Elizabeth Williams*
Isabella Marie Wolter
Hee Xiong
SCHOOL OF
INFORMATION STUDIES
Interim Dean Mark Harris
Bachelor of Science in Information Science and Technology
Melesho Jamal S Alhamdi*
Ian Gregory Allen*
Silvia Arellano
Arvedo Emmanuel Jr
Oleh Audi
Sheila Marie Bartels
Emmeline Rose Bateman*
Anna Michael Baumgartner
Anna Marie Beilke
Ghazi Belhaj*
Angel Mary Belovarac
Shehrazad Maaz Bhamla
Lye Brutkowski*
Avery Brown
Michael Long Chang*
Sai Keerthana Chittajallu*
Lashandra Clark
Jordan Andrew Cuneo
Austin Miles Danielewicz*
Daniel Paul Durant Schultz
Kevin Joseph Fath Jr
Jacob Arvive Garvens
Joe Genkiewich*
Nathan Edward Glover*
Malik Grissett
Austin Michael Guzman*
Marlena Harmon
Dennis Richard Heipel
Robert L Hersey Jr
Dylan James Herting
Jacob Robert Hronek
William Louis Ihn
Joshua Imor
Collins Femi John
Christopher W Jones
Deonte Mikal Jones
Nicole Louise Kallberg*
Burhan Uddin Khan
Nabeel Y Khan*
Alexis Dale Krahn*
Austin James Kuehn
Andrew Charles Kurti*
Jari Anderson Lanke
Nancy Lee
Jeffrey Ray Lesczynski*
Chantelle Newman Lor
Julia Lobo
Armando Loera
Markos Manuel Lopez*
Per Ge Loven
David Willard Maciejewski
David George Madison
Carrie L Magee
Channa Dana Mangels
Jordan Edward Masliah
Timothy Andrew Messard
Hunter Mortimer
Neng Moua
Song Moua
Auston Vihushas Patel
Ashley Raven Peterson-Phillips
Christopher Pomeroy
Michelle Rene Poulous*
Simon Peter Rozalski
Scott Robert Schafl*
Rudy Schuebel
Timothy Norton Scruggs*
Zak Daniel Seipe
Maurice D Shepard Jr
Andrew Snowden*
Dwayne Anthony Sparks
Dalevontue Maurice Stokes
David Raphael Swanson
Nathan Chue Thao
Shawn Charles Tinsley
John Patrick Thompson
Steven Christopher Upson*
Nicholas Michael Ward
Jason Francis Winiasi*
John Kendall Wright
Kayxing Xiong
Matthew Luu Yang*
COLLEGE OF LETTERS & SCIENCE
Dean Scott Gronert
Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science
Marianne Roy Abun
Briana Mae Adamovich
Hamza Ahmed Adama*
Jonathan Jonah Adevam
Naima Mohamed Ahmed-Dukow
Sydney Alan
Ebtisam Hameed Almehamdi
Morgan Alward*
Caitlin Marie Anson
Amos Jean Andrews
Jacob David Anderson*
Lucas Lee Andre
Connor Matthew Angeli
Luis Rafael Arellano
Madison McCabe Arntsen*
Kyla Adena Arellano
Connor Matthew Angeli
Jaron Nathan Tauschmann
Garrett Michael Steinbrink*
Teresa Mary Sommerfeld*
John Patrick Thompson
Steven Christopher Upson*
Nicholas Michael Ward
Jason Francis Winiasi*
John Kendall Wright
Kayxing Xiong
Matthew Luu Yang*
COLLEGE OF LETTERS & SCIENCE
Dean Scott Gronert
Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science
Bachelor of Science
Dean Timothy Behrens
Baccalaureate Degrees
Bachelor of Science
Bachelor of Arts or
Dean Scott Gronert
COLLEGE OF LETTERS & SCIENCE
Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science
Bachelor of Science
Dean Timothy Behrens
Baccalaureate Degrees
Bachelor of Science
Bachelor of Arts or
Dean Scott Gronert
Suzan Faris*  
Ashlin Rose Feutz*  
Zane Mathew Fisher  
Danielle Nicole Fox  
Aspen Embury Fox
Stephanie Anne Freiberg
Natalie Joy Fritz*
Shania Alexis Gilmore*
Justin Nicholas Giunta*  
Howard Jess Gleason*  
Mia Ashley Green
Emily Regina Hall*  
Brielle Ann Harvey  
Alisha Hawvrylack*
Lizeth Higuera
Brian Holben*
Heather Lynn Holmes*
Elmehopehina Hopmeesida*  
Iyad Chawk Isamal*  
Anna Josephine Jatczak
Elizabeth Ann Jetton*
Eleanor Grace King*
Najah Asali Kingsby
Tasha Nicole Kolodzinski
Carolyn Lara
Cheryl Lynn Latham
Jessica Katherine Lebron*
Tian Ronald Lee
Jamiie Lee
Karen Lynn Lombardi
Zachary Thomas Long*  
Joi Lor*
Tinmejier Lor
Jennifer Mariae Maldonado
Sakshi Malhotra
Sabrina Marie Manson
Dominic Mandell*
Lauren L Munrrique
Elizabeth Mastopietro
Whitney Rhaye Meier
Jessica Miller*
Sheesher Moua
Clarice Nolan*
Austen David Nissen
Austin Robert Novak
Bradley Joseph Novak
Hanna Marie Noyce*
Mai Odeh
Alcina Marie Orlando
Hannah Grace Palsgrove
Sarah Marie Paluzi
Danielle Lynn Peterson*
Inessa V Petrovsyan
Taylor Ann Porter
Airelle Rose Prichett
Jane Amanda Prodznzki*
Katrina Putnam*
Alexis Ramirez
Julia Kathryn Rice*
Sanela Jamir Rivas
Amber Skye Robinson
Kaitlyn Alea Rodman
Rachael Carol Schneider
Cynthia Lynn Scull*
Michael Loy Sjerrisse*
Alana Smith
Teresa Mary Sommerfeld*
Gurrett Michael Steinbrink*
Jaron Nathan Tauschmann
Gabrielle N Thao*
Markesha Monae Thomas
Penni Marie Toney*
Tyler Alexander Torres*
Taylor Abigail Trakel
Hugo Trung Tran
Zoe Madeline Turnbull
Jamie Lynn Vacek
Pa Nyia Yang
Dujana Vacinic
Marlisa Christine Weinman
Brandly Wheaton
Lynne Elizabeth Williams*
Isabella Marie Wolter
Hee Xiong
SCHOOL OF
INFORMATION STUDIES
Interim Dean Mark Harris
Bachelor of Science in Information Science and Technology
Mesherho Jamal S Alhamdi*
Ian Gregory Allen*
Silvia Arellano
Arvedo Emmanuel Jr
Oleh Audi
Sheila Marie Bartels
Emmeline Rose Bateman*
Anna Michael Baumgartner
Anna Marie Beilke
Ghazy Belhaj*
Angel Mary Belovarac
Shehrazad Maaz Bhamla
Lye Brutkowski*
Avery Brown
Michael Long Chang*
Sai Keerthana Chittajallu*
Lashandra Clark
Jordan Andrew Cuneo
Austin Miles Danielewicz*
Daniel Paul Durant Schultz
Kevin Joseph Fath Jr
Jacob Arvive Garvens
Joe Genkiewich*
Nathan Edward Glover*
Malik Grissett
Austin Michael Guzman*
Marlena Harmon
Dennis Richard Heipel
Robert L Hersey Jr
Dylan James Herting
Jacob Robert Hronek
William Louis Ihn
Joshua Imor
Collins Femi John
Christopher W Jones
Deonte Mikal Jones
Nicole Louise Kallberg*
Burhan Uddin Khan
Nabeel Y Khan*
Alexis Dale Krahn*
Austin James Kuehn
Andrew Charles Kurti*
Jari Anderson Lanke
Nancy Lee
Jeffrey Ray Lesczynski*
Chantelle Newman Lor
Julia Lobo
Armando Loera
Markos Manuel Lopez*
Per Ge Loven
David Willard Maciejewski
David George Madison
Carrie L Magee
Channa Dana Mangels
Jordan Edward Masliah
Timothy Andrew Messard
Hunter Mortimer
Neng Moua
Song Moua
Auston Vihushas Patel
Ashley Raven Peterson-Phillips
Christopher Pomeroy
Michelle Rene Poulous*
Simon Peter Rozalski
Scott Robert Schafl*
Rudy Schuebel
Timothy Norton Scruggs*
Zak Daniel Seipe
Maurice D Shepard Jr
Andrew Snowden*
Dwayne Anthony Sparks
Dalevontue Maurice Stokes
David Raphael Swanson
Nathan Chue Thao
Shawn Charles Tinsley
John Patrick Thompson
Steven Christopher Upson*
Nicholas Michael Ward
Jason Francis Winiasi*
John Kendall Wright
Kayxing Xiong
Matthew Luu Yang*
COLLEGE OF LETTERS & SCIENCE
Dean Scott Gronert
Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science
Marianne Roy Abun
Briana Mae Adamovich
Hamza Ahmed Adama*
Jonathan Jonah Adevam
Naima Mohamed Ahmed-Dukow
Sydney Alan
Ebtisam Hameed Almehamdi
Morgan Alward*
Caitlin Marie Anson
Amos Jean Andrews
Jacob David Anderson*
Lucas Lee Andre
Connor Matthew Angeli
Luis Rafael Arellano
Madison McCabe Arntsen*
Kyla Adena Arellano
Connor Matthew Angeli
Jaron Nathan Tauschmann
Garrett Michael Steinbrink*
Teresa Mary Sommerfeld*
John Patrick Thompson
Steven Christopher Upson*
Nicholas Michael Ward
Jason Francis Winiasi*
John Kendall Wright
Kayxing Xiong
Matthew Luu Yang*
continued

COLLEGE OF LETTERS & SCIENCE

Matthew Thomas Doring
Anna Victoria Dragotta
Alex Quentin Dunah
Jessica Pauline Dandon
Tyler David Dworschok
Ryan Nicholas Elhake
Elizabeth Lauren Engel
Adiya-Eden Espinoso-Byrd*
Alexis Evans
Leanna Nicole Fuller*
Catherine Anne Feltmeyer*
Tony E Fendryk
Mitsuki Clara Fenid
Brijonné C Ferguson
Elizabeth Anne Fix*
Hannah Marie Fleming*
Michael David Foote*
Sophie J Fournier*
Marie Ferres*
Adyn Jeffrey Garcia
A'Jehanna Amari Gaston
Adam Jeffrey Garcia
Marie Freres*
Sophie J Fournier*
Hannah Marie Fleming*
Elizabeth Anne Fix*
Tony E Fendryk
Mitsuki Clara Fenid
Brijonné C Ferguson
Elizabeth Anne Fix*
Hannah Marie Fleming*
Michael David Foote*
Sophie J Fournier*
Marie Ferres*
Adyn Jeffrey Garcia
A'Jehanna Amari Gaston
Adam Jeffrey Garcia
Marie Freres*

Baccalaureate Degrees

continued

Olivia Heather Labine-Gellerup
Mario Richard Krepak
Leanna Nicole Kraina
Georgia Kostopoulos
Ivania Anna Korpela*
Jackie Kogler
Robert William Knuth
Caitlin Carolyn Kitchen
Lilly Ann Klingsporn
Robert William Knuth
Jackie Kogler
Rachel Kolt
Cheyenne Marie Koran
Isabella Rose Korpeka
Georgia Kostopoulos
Leanna Nicole Kraina
Mario Richard Krepak
Miranda Rae Kruiseyk*
Sala Kue
Olivia Heather Labine-Gellerup
Chance Terrence LaCombe
Keira Katterley-Geberauer*
Omar Lamnari*
Shannon Christina Laughran
Hyu Jin Lee
Danielle Leon
Martha Cecilia Lezama-Ruiz
Qui Li
Agnes Genesis Lopez Flores
Jessica Isabel Lopez
Samantha Annelise Lorentz
Alexandra Macht
Alexis Leigh Madison*
Claire Mahon
Mariez Ann Maldonado
Tricia Mae Manalansan
Melissa Reinders Marban
Samantha Lynn Margason
Anna Rose Marsbach
Lilly Kay Mason
Mariessa Kate Matocky
Jared Richard Mattmiller*
Shayganda Mays
Van Donato Mazza
Jennifer Lynn McClanahan
Colleen M McCormack
Aimsley Shea McIlvain
Christopher Robert McIlrath*
Landon McNatty*
Geena Melone*
Willifredo Menendez*
Allie Justine Merrill
Chambria Lynn Meshek*
Sydney Marie Mestayer
John Michael Michalski
Dunia Arielle Michalsky
Kristo Jo Michels
Melissa Nicole Mikkelson
Anthony Hitoshi Miller*
Jacob Milosavljevic
Carl Marwood Minor
Michael Molek
Lorenzo Ritchell Moody
Morgan Marie Moore
Regina Michele Moran
Adam Thomas Moscinski*
Rafael Munoz-Echavarria
Andrew James Murphy*
Nicole Murphy*
Brenden James Nihart
Kelsey Nicole Nitzsche
Alyson Lorraine Noviksi*
Sarah Elaine Olson*
Philip Andrew Olson
Sydney Kohnmann Olson
Talia Iris Sharenne Olson
Morganne Jean Orriltst*
Audrey Rebecca Oskar
Haley Noelie Ouess
Epiphany Outlaw
Gianna Marie Pacioni*
Mia Lee Palmer*
Eduardo Pantano Suarez
Abigail Margaret Pawlik
Jessica Danielle Perl
Jenna Diane Pesce*
Elizabeth Peters II
Maarqueza Irene Peterson
Olivia Ann Peterson*
Emily Jean Pfeiffer
Kateilie Marie Philipps*
Skyler Cynthia Phillips
Spencer Christian Pier
Miguel Pino
Brielle Frances Poland
Megan Judy Pulvermacher
Elizabeth Rachel Putik
Muhammad Qasim
Jordan Emily Rahlf
Kayla Stacie Ram
Tyler Cameron Reeves
Cori Reichoff*
Sadie Anne Remender*
Jenna Nicole Richardson
Melinda Rae Ricks
Adam Joseph Rimkus
Jada Marie Ritzerts
Grace Robinson*
Sophia Elena Rodriguez*
Jace Margarete Rogers
Ani Romero
Lacerio Romero
Larisa Florence Rongholt*
Kiera Liz Rosado
Jonathan Antonio Rosario-Murillo
Ashley Roshek*
Kitty Lynn Rounds
Katherine Michael Rufflo*
Benjamin James Russo
Kearra Jamie Ryles
Alexa Ann Safer
Klara Lena Schaubly
Benjamin Karl Schauer*
Morgan M Schuman
Katherine Anne Schneel
Jessica Schoenfeldt
Annabelle Lucie Schroeder
Brianne Colleen Schroeder
Brianne Jacqueline Schubert*
Matthew J Schulte*
Samantha Ann Schultz
Craig Scott
Mckenna Anne Seefeld
Dane Cameron Sell
Alexander Seukypunkt*
Grayson Roy Sewell*
Jonathan Antonio Rosario-Murillo
Kiara Liz Rosado
Larissa Florence Rongholt*
Lucero Romero
Anai Romero
Jane Margaret Rogers
Sophia Elena Rodriguez*
Grace Robinson*
Jade Alexis Roberts
Melinda Rae Ricks
Jenna Nicole Richardson
Samuel James Richardson
Cory Reichoff*
Andrew Peter Steinke
Andrea Christine Stedl*
Benjamin Stanford Stern*
Ciera N Stessl*
Thomas Anthony Stewart Jr
Maye Elizabeth Suarez
Abigail Joy Thies
Sydney Lee Thompson
Caroline Elizabeth Tjergens
Thomas Ray Tiffany*
Abigail Joy Thies
Sydney Lee Thompson
Caroline Elizabeth Tjergens
Thomas Ray Tiffany*
Shavonna Lynn Toney
Brandon Edward Topolski
Emily Jean Toppy
Nhi Hoang Thai Tran
Sam Evander Tred
Kyla Nicole Marie Tripplet
Spencer Dane Robert Tyson*
Jennifer C Uochokwu
Hannah Marie Van Eus
Abigail Elizabeth Van Lenare
Owen Matthew VanDelen
Daven Victor Fitzgerald
Aaron Steven Vlies*
Chelsea Inchaurregui*
Sandra Sarie Ibraheem*
Tayler Hughes
EHW*2013
Jessica Pauline Dandon
Tyler David Dworschok
Ryan Nicholas Elhake
Elizabeth Lauren Engel
Adiya-Eden Espinoso-Byrd*
Alexis Evans
Leanna Nicole Fuller*
Catherine Anne Feltmeyer*
Tony E Fendryk
Mitsuki Clara Fenid
Brijonné C Ferguson
Elizabeth Anne Fix*
Hannah Marie Fleming*
Michael David Foote*
Sophie J Fournier*
Marie Ferres*
Adyn Jeffrey Garcia
A'Jehanna Amari Gaston
Adam Jeffrey Garcia
Marie Freres*
Sophie J Fournier*
Hannah Marie Fleming*
Elizabeth Anne Fix*
Tony E Fendryk
Mitsuki Clara Fenid
Brijonné C Ferguson
Elizabeth Anne Fix*
Hannah Marie Fleming*
Michael David Foote*
Sophie J Fournier*
Marie Ferres*
Adyn Jeffrey Garcia
A'Jehanna Amari Gaston
Adam Jeffrey Garcia
Marie Freres*
Sophie J Fournier*
Hannah Marie Fleming*
Elizabeth Anne Fix*
Tony E Fendryk
Mitsuki Clara Fenid
Brijonné C Ferguson
Elizabeth Anne Fix*
Hannah Marie Fleming*
Michael David Foote*
Sophie J Fournier*
Marie Ferres*
Adyn Jeffrey Garcia
A'Jehanna Amari Gaston
Adam Jeffrey Garcia
Marie Freres*
COLLEGE OF NURSING
Dean Kim Litwack
Bachelor of Science

Awards Commencement Honors
Sarah Gannon
Jaime Ann Gaertner
Juan Flores Ortega
Elizabeth Laura Flora
Rylie Anne Eichstaedt
Katherine Marie Ducheny
Nicole Lee DiPalma
Amy Jo Denson
Allison Rose Dennik
Barbara Delgadillo
Josie Lenore Dehling
Aaron James Davies
Casie Marie Crement
Amanda Sue Condon
Bethany Marie Cinnamon
Tenzin Choenyi
Kara Lynn Cherne
Emerald Tshab Cha

Bachelor of Science
Dean Kim Litwack
COLLEGE OF NURSING
Baccalaureate Degrees

Nicolle Marie Mandel
Walid Mohammed Mahmoud
Kimberly Shannon Lorenz
Nichole Logan
Sara LeGreve
Yisuk Lee
Rhianon Lee
Madeleine Kaye Larson
Kailyn Kiel
Hali Ruth Khoury
Christopher James Kerby
Alexis Mari Kennedy
Natalie Rae Rullman
Katherine Marcella Riemer
Kendra Petrovska
Bryanne Lynn Phillips
Tricia Alice Potter
Sumira Ras
Megan M Real
Jamie Ann Reit
Millie Shain
Demonteverde Reyes
Abigail Lee Richter
Katherine Marcella Riemer
McKinley Ann Reit
Cadie Rose Roberts
Michael Steven Robinson
Nicole L. Rodriguez
Tessa Catherine Rogahn
Kristy Marie Ross
Shellsea Tasia Rumble
Sharmaria Russell
Tracy Lynn Schmidt
Allie Marie Schweinberg
Jessica Seavers
Natalie Ann Sinclair
Jessica Jaye Skinner
Kayla Sophia Rold
Suige Nadine Steiner
Anne Rae Stoffel
Carrie Lee Ann Straszewski
Emily Grace Szyszlowksi
Maja A Tabin
Sara Amelia Tessmer

*Awarded Commencement Honors

Bachelor of Public Health
Interim Dean Amy Harley
Bachelor of Public Health
Julia Estefania Arteaga
Gordana Smilja Nuhn

HELEN BADER SCHOOL
Gordana Smilja Nuhn
Julia Estefania Arteaga

SCHOOL OF
Bachelor of Public Health
Interim Dean Amy Harley
Bachelor of Public Health
Julia Estefania Arteaga
Gordana Smilja Nuhn

HELEN BADER SCHOOL
Bachelor of Social Welfare
Dean Tina Freiburger
Bachelor of Science

Donia Mahmoud Abu-Saif
May Aref Allan
Cole Christopher Amundson
Joshua David Anderson
Luke George Arnold
Karolina Artega
Zachary Collins Bell
Ketanah S Belyth
Moria Joceline Blanco Rincon
Nawal Bouamer

*Awarded Commencement Honors

Bachelor of Social Welfare
Dean Tina Freiburger
COLLEGE OF GENERAL STUDIES

Dean Simon Bronner
Associate of Arts and Science

Maren Burnette Ager-Hart -H
Lata Aguilar
Sawyer Harris Anderson
Olivia Camile Andries
Tyler Antczak -H
Adam Angel Anzaldua -H
Carly Nicole Atchison
Sarah Katharine Ayer
Celeste Johanna Bayer -H
Rebecca L Bergmann -H
Kristen Blum
Krista Brazeau
Kayla Lee Burkwald
Krista Jean Burns
Cecelia Marie Buss
Sahira Shirley Cedillo
Wanessa Coelho Rolzan -H
Sarah Jane Conners -H
Brooke Kylie Crocker
Monica Jean Curtin -H
Angela Marie Dahl
Courtney Dahlen
Leah Beatrice Daugherty
Heather S Davidson
Melina Cheng Debroux -H
Nicole Justin DeLeon-Camacho
Christopher Donahue
Nathan Daniel Downer -H
Jeremiah Dunke
Emily Morgan Eichhorn
Morgan E Fischer
Hannah Fleigle
LeAnn Jayne Gehring -H
Erin Gilroy
Jacob David Glendenning
Amalia M Goetzke -H
Isaac Gregg
Stephanie Rose Gruber
Juan Manuel Gutrola
Michael Haley
Emily Hallberg
Tia Hatchett
Hailey Elise Hoffman
Alex Ibarra
Monica Yesenia Jaimes -H
Tyler Nikolai Jennofo-Johnson
Allen Thomas Keller
John William Kernats
Reese Olliver Kolander
Kelly Kowing
Lilian Michiko Kreuser -H
Nicholas Austin Krueger -H
Heather Lynn Kuhn
Matthew Madia -H
Shauna Majerus -H
Melissa Malison
Sarah Anne Marino
Jo-Naizah N McBeath -H
Mark David McDaniels II -H
Jashan McGee
Peter Edward McLane
Hope Metzal
Sydney Merkel
Christine Meyer
Spencer Millay
Erika Rose Miller
Angelmar Morales-Colon
BriAnna Marie Myszka
Cecilia Hany Navarrete
Joslyn Althea Nichols -H
Christopher Nieves -H
Hannah Marie Noelle
Bryce Ryan Parker
Kristin Peterson
Kimberly XiaoNing Poser
Kailyn Salisbury
Sophia Scaffidi
Ava Rose Schaefer -H
Tyler Scott Scrimad
Ashley Elizabeth Schmidt -H
Paul Schmidt
Peter Edward Schroeder -H
Abigail Catherine Schuler
David Shaw
Anika Nicole Shoppach -H
Julia Ann Shoppach -H
Egan Anthony Snopek -H
Jackie Steeles
Emily Marie Suelflow
Daniel James Szelogowski
Javonne Anthony Trammell
Ethan Diego Vento
Taylor Thomas Volz
Rachel Marie Wells -H
Sarah Elizabeth Wigmans
Sarah Michelle Williams -H
Matthew Scott Young
Sydney Young
Hannah Marie Zipperer

Associate Honors Program Student - H
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

A special thank you to the dedicated UWM Volunteers and Staff who made Commencement possible

COMMENCEMENT MARSHALS
Stephen Appel  Angela Kowalski  Mike Priem
Marion Archer  Beth Kucera  Jean Salzer
Andrea Azarian  Ami Levenhagen  Jim Schmidt
Shiraz Bhathena  Catherine Loomis  Jessica Schuld
Rachel Carr  Matthew LaBa  Kate Valerius
Therese Crary  Ling Meng  Linda Walker
Gabriela Dorantes  Katie Nack  Gwyn Wallander, lead marshal
Lynne Jones  Heath Powell  Anne Wilks

SIGN LANGUAGE INTERPRETERS
Kate Block  Angie Zenisek

UWM PHYSICAL PLANT SERVICES STAFF
Bjorn Case  Mike Priem  Steve Wilke
Frank Ferrante  Fernando Valdivia
Jeff Jordan  Benji Warpleton

UWM POLICE DEPARTMENT
A team of Officers from the UWM Police Department staffed Commencement to ensure a safe and enjoyable event for all. We thank the UWM Police Department for their service.

COMMENCEMENT MANAGEMENT
Kristin M. Van Housen, Commencement Project Manager

CHANCELLOR’S STAFF
Helaine Hickson, University Relations & Communications

SECRETARY OF THE UNIVERSITY’S OFFICE VOLUNTEERS
Carolyn Driscoll  Tammy Howard

ALUMNI RELATIONS VOLUNTEERS
Bonnie Fuggiasco  Abby Rojas

PHOTOGRAPHS
Empire Photography was the official photographer at today’s ceremony.
www.empirephotos.com
608-257-2941
customerservice@empirephotos.com

COMMENCEMENT VIDEO
You may view today’s ceremony online at: https://uwm.edu/streamingvideo/commencements/

SOCIAL MEDIA
UWM wants you to share your commencement day. Graduates, family, friends and alumni, connect with us on social media. Tweet us your commencement moments in real time by using the hashtag #uwmgrad. Share your commencement photos on our timeline facebook.com/uwmilwaukee. View all your tweets and photos at uwm.edu.